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Abstract: This work gives a theoretical explanation of party polarization in American politics and explains the lack of party convergence as a result of imperfect political competition. We introduce a formal model that demonstrates how convergence occurs only in perfect markets and rarely in American politics. By modifying key Downsian assumptions about the electorate and parties in a two-party system, we derive conclusions that indicate political advantage varies with the composition of the political districts. This alters the range of available positions that a candidate may take (congruent with winning elections) and sheds light on the relationship between local economic trends and political power.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Perfect markets dominate theoretical explanations of mass behavior, however, imperfect competition governs the real world. In politics this disparity creates a chasm between the expected and the observed. Downs' (1957) seminal model predicts party positions will converge in a two-party system to win centrist votes and elections. However, assumptions in Downs' model raise expectations that are not supported by the empirical record; importantly, most congressional districts are not competitive and political parties do not always modify their ideological positions (especially not in primaries). Previous research has demonstrated that, among political contests for seats in the House of Representatives, candidates of opposing parties tend to take divergent policy positions and divergence occurs more frequently and consistently than the Downs model predicts while convergence is the exception (Ansolabehere et al., 2001).

Party competition is not an isolated event; it involves candidate positioning, electoral behavior, and empirical observations across numerous races; it involves connections between economics, money, skill, experience, and winning elections. As such, scholars (Grofman 1995) have noted that a model of party competition in the U.S. must explain lawmakers voting patterns, regional differences in party control, and the margin of incumbent victory. We would add that a model of party competition should also explain split-ticket voting and provide individual-level evidence of economic voting. In this article we revise Downs' central assumptions in order to account for imperfect political markets. By allowing for a full range of possible political market conditions, we can explain why polarization exists in the American two-party system. We do this by showing how candidate positions and vote shares are influenced by local political and economic markets.

2. LITERATURE

Arguably, there are two ways to model American elections. First, one can assume that voters' positions do not substantively change or differ across districts but that candidates' positions do. Conventional wisdom formalized by Downs follows this model. Given a specific distribution of voter preferences, one can derive specific conclusions about political behavior. The alternative model begins with allowing both the distribution of voters and the candidates' positions to vary. In this scenario, with an infinite array of voter distributions, we are concerned with how a candidates' position will vary. In addition, political competition is not presumed to be perfect: the deciding vote may not be neutral, and candidates may not necessarily chase moderate votes. Both models are subject to simplifying rules and assumptions which produce markedly different conclusions. In evaluating the Downs model, the evidence shows that Senators from the same state but opposing parties do not display position convergence (Grofman, Griffin, and Glazer 1990, Grofman 1995, Volden and Bergman 2006) and findings with respect to economic voting are mixed (see Lewis-Beck Stegmaier 2007 for a comprehensive summary of this extensive literature). In short, party convergence applies to a very narrow range of contests decided by a neutral, non-partisan swing voter. We suggest decoupling the neutral voter from the decisive voter: they are not necessarily one and the same. We argue that the ideological position of the median voter depends on the political-economic characteristics of the local electorate. Three areas are of specific importance to us; 1) the formal ramifications of the local political economy on the candidate’s positions, 2) the effects of competitive advantage on incentives for cooperation or noncooperation, and 3) the relationship of policy-oriented position-taking by the candidate as relates to the economy and the electorate.

In addition to district-level political parameters that influence who will win the election, economic characteristics that define the district are equally important. Economic characteristics may include the influence of manufacturing,
professional services, business, agriculture, natural resource industries, and unemployment on voter opinion. Scholars (Schatzschneider 1960; Key 1964) have found linkages between occupational groupings and party allegiance. Influences such as campaign spending or candidate experience also impact political competition, but these are likely to be driven by the underlying probabilities of party success (Jacobson and Kornell 1983, Jacobson 1991). The parties changing roles in elections and political power may augment or diminish the importance of candidate experience and campaign funds (Aldrich 1995), but even party strength has foundations in local economics. In sum, our theory is that the district’s political economy defines the candidate’s electoral incentives, the probabilities of success, and the position-taking strategies open to her. Even without deliberate gerrymandering, districts are carved out of communities with distinct economic profiles and long-term political traditions. If the district’s political economy underlies the collective decision to vote Democrat or Republican, then most races—whether congressional, state legislative, or county supervisorial—already favor one of the two parties, even before the contest begins.

The argument that most congressional districts are safe seats and not competitive is not new (see, for example, Gelman and King 1990, Abramowitz et al., 2006). More than 90% of House incumbents seeking re-election routinely win with twenty-point (or greater) margins, and since 1970 the percentage of incumbents winning with 60% or more of the vote has ranged from a 1994 low of 64.5% to a 1988 high of 88.5% (Ornstein et al., 2008). When one considers that single-member districts with winner-take-all rules typically favor the majority party, “all districting is gerrymandering” (Davidson and Oleszek, 2000, 51). The research on safe seats is generally limited to incumbency advantage and an emphasis on institutional barriers to competition (Gelman and King 1990, 1991; Fiorina 1994, 1996; Jacobson 1997) or “home styles” (Mayhew 1974; Fenno 1978; Ansolabehere, Snyder, and Stewart 2000), as opposed to district-specific measures that flow from the political economy. As such, much of the scholarship in this area evaluates the non-economic drivers of incumbency advantage, and while non-economic drivers may react to economic conditions in the sense that political decisions and probabilities of success are influenced by the national economy, competition may be stifled by economic and political opportunities in the state (Ebeid and Rodden 2006). Arguably, then the missing variable in these approaches is district-level economics, and the essential theoretical element is that the position of the median voter is not necessarily neutral and will vary over time and across districts. We address this challenge in the next section.

3. MODEL SETTING

We evaluate a game where candidates base their position-taking decisions on (a) obtaining at least fifty percent of the vote, (b) maximizing their ideal policy goals, and (c) building party relationships. These goals are substantiated in the literature (Fenno 1973; Hamilton 2004; Penny and Garrett 1996), and the conventional wisdom, as one former House member put it, “[m]embers weigh three goals: they want to make good policy, gain respect inside Congress, and get re-elected (Hamilton, 2004).” These revisions are the basic elements of our formal model, and should apply to all political races in America:2

1) The political parties are more different than alike, and sufficiently influential to constrain candidate position-taking strategies. A party-constraint, whether enforced by party leaders or a byproduct of self-selection, limits the cumulative range of positions that a member may take.3

2) The propensity of electing a Democrat or Republican varies across districts and time with the distribution of preferences in the respective electorates. The median voter is not necessarily a neutral voter.4

3) Candidates’ position-taking strategies are consistent with winning votes, procuring partisan benefits, and staying as true as possible to their ideal policy preferences. The optimum strategy will change over time and districts with the market dynamics of the electorate.

3.1. Candidates

Incumbents and challengers have policy preferences that can be mapped on an ideological continuum. One’s preferred position ($X_i$) may be located anywhere on the left-right continuum, but the position taken ($P_i$) is subject to two decision rules.

Rule 1

Advantaged Candidate Strategy. Candidates will take positions consistent with winning re-election and obtaining preferred policies, subject to party constraints and electoral considerations.

Assumption 1a

Utility Function. A candidate prefers her position to all others (single-peaked preference structure). The utility she obtains from taking a position outside of her ideal point decreases with the distance from her ideal preference. Her utility function can be expressed as:

$$U(P_i) = -(P_i - X_i)^2$$

where $P_i$ is the position she takes in order to win, and $X_i$ is her ideal point.5

Assumption 1b

Majority-Rule. In order to win the election, a candidate must win fifty percent or more of the votes in a given election. Because winning is a key objective, she will pursue strategies to generate vote share ($V_i$) such that:

$$V_i \geq 0.5$$

---

1 For a burgeoning literature on why candidates may not necessarily chase moderate votes see, for example, Eyster and Kittsteiner (2007), Herrera et al., (2008), Ensley (2009) and Zakharov (2009).

2 This model follows techniques established by Riker and Ordeshook 1973, and as influenced by others including Shepsle and Bonchek 1997, and Brady and Volden 1998. The model is unidimensional, following Downs (1957), and subsequent findings by Enelow and Hinich (1984), Tanner (1997), and Brady and Volden (1998) that indicate that many dimensions can be collapsed into the party/ideology dimension.

3 Downs did not use an explicit party constraint in his model, but conceded that existing parties (as opposed to new parties) are “ideologically immobile.” (1957, 129).

4 More often than not, the median voter is a member of the victor’s political party.

5 Note that $P_i \in \{W_i\}$, where $\{W_i\}$ is the set of all possible winning positions.
Assumption 1c

Party Constraint. Position taking is subject to party constraints as follows:

If the candidate is a Democrat: \( D-d \leq P_iD \leq D+d \)

If the candidate is a Republican: \( R-d \leq P_iR \leq R+d \)

If the Republican (R) and Democrat (D) party platforms are points on a left-right continuum, \( d \) is some distance from the platform such that points \( D-d \) and \( D+d \) demarcate the furthest positions that a Democratic candidate can take congruent with her party’s major objectives. Similarly, points \( R+d \) and \( R-d \) represent the furthest positions that a Republican candidate can stray from her party’s national platform.

3.2. Party Constraints

The model presumes that we have two parties whose platforms may vary over time but are essentially discrete.

In American politics, the Republican Party selects platforms right of neutral, and the Democratic Party chooses platforms left of neutral. Members of each party are constrained to positions within a distance (\( d \)) from the national party’s platform, such that position taking is limited on the left-right continuum by party boundaries, as depicted in Fig. (1).

![Fig. (1). Party Constraints.](image)

The utility function tells us that a candidate derives the greatest utility when the difference between the position she takes (\( P_i \)) and her preferred position (\( X_i \)) is minimized. This function is based on single-peaked preference structures (from Black’s 1958 Single-Peakedness Theorem) and two-party majority-rule elections. We model the party influence as a constraint on members’ voting behavior. This is based on findings that the political parties are a relevant force in winning seats and obtaining career benefits (Fowler and McClure 1989; Jacobson 1997). Yet, the constraint need not entail an explicit system of codes, rewards or discipline. The most effective constraints may be self-imposed. Political candidates do not randomly choose to be a Democrat or a Republican; party membership reflects ideologies. Given that the political parties embrace divergent core beliefs, the party constraint may be a result of natural self-selection. If so, the penalty for crossing the line may be higher than depicted here: the values and beliefs that underlie self-selection. If so, the penalty for crossing the line may be higher than depicted here: the values and beliefs that underlie

4. RESULTS

Using a uni-dimensional model, where a candidate’s ideal position is plotted on the left-right continuum, we derive the position that a candidate will take given every conceivable electoral configuration. For example, what position will a conservative Republican candidate take in a district where a conservative Republican casts the decisive vote? Will this position differ if the median voter is a liberal Democrat? Arguably, it will. For every candidate, there are four possible equilibria positions: (1) his or her ideal position, (2) the moderate party constraint, (3) the extremist party constraint, (4) the win-set boundary. The win-set boundary is the position closest to one’s ideal preference that is capable of winning the election. If a candidate’s ideal preference is incapable of winning fifty percent of the votes, that member will move to the nearest win-set boundary in order to win the seat.

4.1. Solving the Candidate Game: Democratic Districts

Given a district where the median voter’s position (\( M_i \)) is left of the Democratic Party’s moderate boundary (\( M_i \leq D+d \)), the incumbent Democrat may expect to win with any position that is closer to the median (\( M_i \)) than her opponent at \( P_{iR} \). The theoretical proof follows:

1) \( P_{iR} \) will equal \( R-d \) (from Rule 2), and

2) four possible equilibria solutions exist for \( P_{iD} \):

- A) \( P_{iD} = X_{iD} \) if \( \{ (A.i) X_{iD} \in \{ D-d, D+d \} \} \) and \( \{ (A.ii) X_{iD} \geq 2M_i - R+d. \} \)

- B) \( P_{iD} = 2M_i - R+d \) if \( \{ (B.i) 2M_i - R+d \in \{ D-d, D+d \} \} \) and \( \{ (B.ii) X_{iD} < 2M_i - R+d. \} \)

- C) \( P_{iD} = D+d \) if \( \{ (C.i) X_{iD} > D+d. \} \)

The significance of the party constraint lays the groundwork for Rule 2, the disadvantaged candidate strategy. It follows from the model that some candidates will not be able to win. This occurs when (1) district configurations favor the other party and (2) party constraints prohibit these candidates from taking positions consistent with capturing the median voter. Candidates whose electoral prospects fall short of winning the seat for these reasons are our disadvantaged players. These candidates want to win, but if they cannot, their secondary motive is to minimize the winner’s mandate (Rule 2).

Rule 2

Disadvantaged Candidate Strategy. If the expected vote share is less than 50%, incumbents and challengers will pursue strategies aimed solely at maximizing vote share, subject to party constraints (from Assumption 1c).

Rather than staying true to her policy preferences, the underdog will aim for the center. This is consistent with trying to win Black’s (1958) “median voter” if the majority of contestable votes are in the center, elections are won or lost in the battle for the median voter. If, however, the median voter’s ideal preference is closer to the opponent’s party, the winning position is unavailable to the disadvantaged player: party constraints restrict movement.

6 The ranges of party-consistent positions do not substantially overlap. This assumption is supported by the distribution of real ADA scores (Groseclose et al., 1996) for House members, when disaggregated by party. Note that the party constraint is not necessary to demonstrate that party convergence toward the ideological center only occurs in perfect political markets. One could evaluate the model without the party constraint and demonstrate that convergence would occur at the point of the median voter, rather than at the center. The party constraint allows the model to identify the equilibria points if party membership has ideological meaning for its candidates. If not, the equilibria points would revert back to the median voter’s ideal point rather than a party boundary.

7 While Assumptions 1a and 1b are common in the literature, Assumption 1c adds a significant constraint. For a detailed justification for the party constraint, see Fiorina 1996. For empirical evidence of the party’s influence on candidate positioning, see Ansolabehere et al. 2001.
Democratic vote share (fifteen elections) is .75. The distribution of Democratic vote share (1968-1996) is plotted in Fig. (3a). Members from this district typically voted liberal, with a mean real ADA score of 75.85.9

In 1990, the first district’s unemployment rate was nearly twice the national average (6.4%), at 12.5%; in that year 16.3% of the population held jobs as operators, fabricators or laborers, and 20.6% worked in managerial occupations. While fewer than 1% of the population was employed in farming, forestry or fishing, which is about 0.77 standard deviations below the mean. Retirees account for 12.8% of the population, or roughly the national mean.10 These factors all feed into the distribution of preferences in the electorate where, based on the political leanings of occupational groups (NES Cumulative Data File 1952-1992), Democratic party support should outweigh GOP support. These findings, coupled with the vote share records, suggest that the median voter in District 1 is a Democrat as depicted in Fig. (3b).

4.2. Solving the Candidate Game for a Republican District

For right-centrist and Republican districts, the results are symmetrical to those for the Democrat districts. The thirteenth district of Illinois is a good example of a district that tends to produce GOP victories year after year. Five different members held the seat since 1968 – all Republicans. Here, Republicans are expected to win with any party-consistent position they stake out.

District 13 contains Chicago’s more upscale white-collar suburbs in DuPage County, along with the southwest section of Cook County and northern Will County; it was considered “one of the most Republican districts in the country” (Duncan and Lawrence, 1997) because during the period 1976 to 1997 Democrats consistently pulled less than 40% of the congressional vote.11 The distribution of Republican vote share (1968-1996) is plotted in Fig. (4a). In 1990, the district was characterized by unusually low unemployment, a larger than average white-collar managerial segment, and very little manual labor. This district is an economic anomaly: on four separate measures (unemployment, retirees, labor, and management), it stands in the statistical tails of the ranked distribution of congressional districts (Winston, Hederman, and Olson 1999).12 Survey data suggest that managers and

---

9 Note that the two charts have reverse axes: Democratic vote shares and ADA scores increase left to right in the boxes, but Democrats are on the left in the typical left-right continuum below.

10 While the district ranks 167th among congressional districts in the percentage of people employed in semi-skilled and unskilled labor, it ranks 347th in the percentage employed as managers. Source for all district-level demographic data: Duncan and Lawrence, 1997; Winston, Hederman and Olson 1999.

11 In 1996, Susan Hynes (D) pulled 40.1% of the vote despite being outspent four to one by the incumbent, Harris W. Falwell (R) (Duncan and Lawrence, 1997).

12 In 1990, unemployment was 3.2%, earning a ranking of 423rd among districts. This unemployment rate was 1.29 standard deviations below the national mean (6.4%). Only 7.7% of the population was over sixty-five (1.44 standard deviations below the national mean). The district also ranks very low (401st) in the percentage employed in semi-skilled and unskilled laborers, and 20.6% worked in managerial occupations. Source for all district-level demographic data: Duncan and Lawrence, 1997; Winston, Hederman and Olson 1999.
professionals tend to favor the Republican Party (NES Cumulative Data File 1952-1992). All else equal, the large proportion of income derived from the managerial sector would suggest that the district will lean Republican.

As illustrated in Fig. (4b), in Republican districts, the median voter’s position \( M_i \) lies right of the Republican Party’s moderate boundary, such that \( M_i \geq R - d \). Given this situation, the Democrat candidate will maximize votes by taking position \( D + d \). The Republican can win the election by taking any position between \( R - d \) and \( 2M_i - d \), and may prefer a conservative position. The results obtained in right-centrist districts are identical to those obtained in Republican
districts. For a right-centrist or Republican district, the equilibria solutions would mirror the results for the Democratic and left-centrist districts.

Complete convergence will only occur when party constraints are breached. This leads to an unexpected conclusion: convergence in a two-party system is a special case of the economic equilibrium model. Downs demonstrated that party convergence is not likely to occur in multi-party systems. We demonstrate that convergence is also unlikely to occur in a two-party system. From the proofs above, partial convergence will only occur when the median voter is at dead-center. Competition, or the lack of it, is at the heart of this phenomenon.

4.3. General Expectations

1) The model anticipates four general characteristics about vote shares:

a) Incumbent House members will usually win with margins greater than ten points. This is because most districts are not decided by a neutral, non-partisan median voter.

b) Incumbent House members’ vote shares will vary with shifts in the median, unless those shifts are met with compensatory revisions in position.

c) Incumbent House members’ vote shares may also change in the event that the member takes positions further from the median than in a previous year (even if the median does not move or moves in the direction of the incumbent’s party).

d) A candidate will win with fifty percent of the vote share when either (i) the median voter is at the point of neutrality in the ideological distribution, or (ii) the advantaged member takes a position at the outermost win-set boundary (equidistant from the median voter as the challenger’s party constraint).

2) The model also gives us specific expectations about vote share and candidate strategy:

a) As the expected margin of victory increases, the diversity of preference positions in the win-set increases. In safe seats, where the incumbent party wins on a regular basis, advantaged-party candidates may win elections with nearly any position.

b) As the expected margin of victory decreases, the diversity of preference positions in the win-set decreases. Those members whose ideal preferences are outside the new win-set will moderate their positions.

c) Changes in the median will affect the position-taking strategy of any incumbent whose ideal position is outside of the win-set. The members of Congress affected by the win-set constraint include all incumbents whose (i) ideal (or selected) positions are outside the win-set and (ii) any incumbents whose ideal position may have been inside the win-set in the last election, but whose district has changed significantly enough in the interim to shift the nearest win-set boundary closer to the challenger’s position.

d) When the median voter is neither Democrat nor Republican (as indicated by ten point or smaller vote share margins), candidates will take positions at their respective moderate party boundaries.

3) Not all median shifts will result in comparable shifts in candidate positions. Only movements into or across the point of neutrality will generate shifts in candidate positions. Intermediate shifts in the median position will, however, affect (a) which positions are within the win-set, and (b) vote shares. As the median moves toward neutrality, most members can hold onto their seats or vote margins by moderating their positions accordingly. The only exception is those members whose positions are already at the party’s moderate boundary.

4) Specific shifts in the median will produce dramatic change in candidate positions. Movement of the median voter across the point of neutrality exerts significant effects on position-taking equilibria. If the median shifts from left-of-center to right-of-center, Democrats will respond by moving right to the moderate party

13 Fewer than 1.3% of elections are contested at dead-center (50% vote share). These findings suggest that convergence to neutrality will not occur in 86.4% to 98.7% of House elections (N = 6,485, 1968-1996).

14 The distinction between ideal and selected positions differentiates between candidates whose preferred positions are outside the win-set and candidate’s whose preferred position may be within the win-set, but for one reason or another selected a position outside the district’s win-set boundary.

15 Not all races that result in ten point or smaller margins are decided by a neutral median voter. As noted in item 1(d), an incumbent in a Democratic (Republican) district may take a position at the outermost win-set boundary and win the race with a bare majority (50% of the vote) even when a the decisive vote is cast by a Democrat (Republican).
boundary, and Republicans, whose positions were previously moderated, will respond by also moving right. A median shift from right-of-center to left-of-center will trigger a symmetrical effect.

5) Economic conditions will affect the position of the median voter in specific ways. The economic properties of the district vary considerably with the location of the median voter.

a) The position of the median voter is a function of the distribution of preferences in the electorate. This distribution is largely determined by the economic profile of the district.

b) Economic change is the chief determinant of biennial shifts in the median voter’s position, and differential change across districts and states.

c) When economic change is significant enough to shift the position of the median voter (across, into, or out of the point of neutrality), it is expected to alter the position-taking dynamics of the district. These types of position movements apply to legislators who previously received near fifty percent of the vote.

d) Position movement will depend on a member’s ideal point, the party constraint, the magnitude of the net median shift, and the distribution of preferences in the economic cohorts affected by economic change.

e) Changes in the size and importance of weakly aligned economic cohorts in the electorate will exert a lesser influence on vote shares and position-taking dynamics than equivalent changes that affect strongly aligned economic groups.

6) Position-convergence only occurs under specific circumstances. Partial position convergence, where both parties converge to the moderate party boundaries is a special case of the model, and occurs in fewer than 14.6% of the 1968 through 1996 cases when the median voter is neutral.16

a) Full position convergence to the median voter will not occur in a two-party system.17

b) Specific shifts in the median will determine whether the parties converge or diverge. If the median shifts from partisan to neutral, position-taking strategies will shift from the advantaged strategy toward the disadvantaged (Rule 2), where vote-maximization is the sole criterion. Similarly, if the median shifts from neutral to partisan, position-taking will shift away from limited convergence: the advantaged candidate will move closer to his or her ideal preference. The disadvantaged candidate will remain at the party constraint.

7) Dramatic shifts in the median will produce specific results. Movement of the median position into or across the point of neutrality will generate (a) a parallel shift of the candidates as opposed to the convergence expectation in the Downsian model, and (b) seat turnover.

8) Split-ticket districts or mid-term seat losses are produced when positions taken by a House or presidential candidate are outside the win-set. Split-ticket voting or mid-term seat loss by the President's party will result when specific conditions are satisfied. Note that none of these scenarios is contingent on policy-moderating behavior on the part of the electorate:

a) The incumbent legislator takes a winning position, but the presidential candidate of her party takes a position outside the win-set. Result: the incumbent legislator’s party will win the House seat, but not the district’s presidential vote.

b) The incumbent legislator takes a position inconsistent with winning, but the median, which has not shifted, still favors her party. Result: the incumbent legislator’s party will win the district’s presidential vote but not the House seat.*

c) The district median has shifted from Democrat to left-centrist (or Republican to right-centrist) such that the incumbent legislator’s position is no longer in the win-set (for example a liberal Democrat or conservative Republican), and she does not revise her position. Result: the incumbent legislator’s party may win the district’s presidential vote with a more moderate party-consistent position, but not the House seat.*

d) The district median has shifted toward the incumbent legislator’s party, but, inconsistent with the model, her position shifts even further left (or right). As with item a, the incumbent legislator’s position is outside the win-set, although the district median favors the incumbent member’s party. Result: identical to item a.*

* Items marked with an asterisk involve extra-model position taking.

A similar explanation pertains to midterm seat loss by the President’s party. The midterm “correction” occurs when: (i) the economic equilibrium in the districts shift away from the party of the President, and the incumbent representative of the same party fails to revise his or her voting patterns. Result: President’s party loses seats in these districts; or (ii) the median has not shifted, but the incumbent legislator’s position changes in such a way as to place him or her outside the economic equilibrium in the districts.

16 Between 1968 and 1996, 14.6% of House races (N = 6,485) were decided with margins of ten or fewer points. Given that the percentage of voters who do not lean toward one of the two parties is consistently less than ten percent [NES Cumulative Data File 1952-1992, five-point party identification scale], races that are decided by greater than ten points are decided by people who identify with one of the major parties. A race that results in fifty percent vote share indicates that the candidates’ positions were equidistant from the median voter. This can occur through convergence or through advantaged candidates taking positions on the outermost win-set boundary. The formal proofs demonstrate that any arrangement where the median voter is left of center produces identical results to an electoral arrangement where the median voter is a Democrat. Similarly, a right-of-center median voter produces identical equilibria solutions as a Republican median voter. The only cases where both parties are expected to converge to the party boundaries are those where the race is decided by a margin of ten or fewer points, and the median voter is neutral.

17 This is due to the assumption that the party constraint prevents full convergence. The only exception is when the two-party system is in a transition from a period of noncompetitive one-party politics. In this case, the convergence is due not to the properties of the two-party system, but to special properties of single-party politics. This explains the convergence we observe in Southern formerly Confederate states.

18 Extra-model positions are those that violate one or both of the candidate game rules, and may arise out of uncertainty, misjudgment, or obstinacy.
the win-set (as in casting votes too liberal or conservative for the district); or (iii) the median shifts in favor of the party of the President, and the incumbent representative of the same party shifts too far in the same direction (to a location outside the district win-set).19

None of the propositions generated by the model rely on individual voters making economic assessments: voters may vote for any reason that they choose. Only the distribution of voter preferences in the electorate is important to the collective vote decision.

CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions can be drawn from this analysis. First, goal-oriented candidates who seek to obtain their preferred policies, cultivate influence within their parties, and win elections will take differing strategies depending on the electoral conditions. Second, because most congressional districts heavily favor one party for long periods, the advantaged candidate will often find that his or her ideal preferences will win elections. In these cases, no convergence toward the political center is necessary or expected. Third, where political competition is discouraged (through districting rules or decisions that favor one party), sharp political rivalries are encouraged. No matter how far to the center the disadvantaged candidate will move, the advantaged candidate will not reciprocate. Advantaged candidates will move further to the extremes with higher vote shares, until they have reached their ideal preference points. Fourth, there are very few conditions where party convergence will occur. These conditions include presidential elections and a few Senate and House elections where the electorate is sufficiently diverse and the race is sufficiently close such that the independent voter is the pivotal voter. Finally, candidates may bend to the wishes of their electorates but only as necessary to secure and retain office.

If we model party competition as a continuum (instead of assuming perfect competition), our conclusions about position-taking strategy are quite different from those generated from traditional models. The most obvious finding is that candidates who win elections with reasonable margins may vote any way that they please: they have no incentive to take the middle ground and every reason to stand by their policy ideals. A less obvious conclusion is that party vote shares will vary systematically with changes in the economic profile of the district. This phenomenon occurs because (a) incumbents tend to stand by their positions, but (b) the ideological position of the median voter in a district varies from year to year. Moreover, district-level economics matter: when political outcomes and behavior are directly influenced by local economics, sudden changes in the economy may produce dramatic political events. Finally, the model explains why presidential and congressional elections may produce different outcomes—even in the same year or district.

Traditional rational choice models view party competition as a game where winning is the primary objective. We have argued that the primary objective is maximizing one's policy ideals. However, position taking is not solely subject to one's personal preferences: candidates must win elections in order to maintain political power. Nevertheless, winning and party allegiance are secondary to achieving one's ideal policy goals. The economic properties of the district underlie whether a member may vote her ideals or must moderate her positions. Subject to party constraints:

1) When districts are drawn such that the economic profile clearly favors the incumbent's party, the incumbent's equilibrium position is at his or her ideal preference position.

2) When district economic profiles produce a neutral-median electorate, the incumbent must moderate his or her position to a point consistent with winning (subject to party constraints).

In these ways, a legislator's decision to vote her ideal preferences hinges on the position of the median voter. The position of the median voter depends on the distribution of preferences in the electorate. The political and economic properties of the district continually re-define this distribution of preferences.
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METHODOLOGY APPENDIX

I. Formal Proofs

Proof A

1. From Assumption 2, \( P_{ir} = R - d \).

2. From Assumption 1b, \( V_D \geq 0.5 \) when \( |R - d - M_i| > |P_{id} - M_i| \).

This holds for all \( P_{id} \geq 2M_i - R + d \) when \( M_i \) is in region I.

3. From Assumption 1a, \( U(P_{id}) = -(P_{id} - X_{id})^2 \)

To maximize utility:

\[
\text{Max } U_{id} = -(P_{id} - X_{id})^2
\]

Taking the partial derivative of \( U_{id} \) with respect to \( P_{id} \):

\[
\frac{\partial U_{id}}{\partial P_{id}} = -2(P_{id} - X_{id})
\]

Solving for zero, we get:

\[-2(P_{id} - X_{id}) = 0 \quad \Rightarrow \quad P_{id} = X_{id}\]

This result is subject to two constraints, plotted in Fig. (5) below:

A.i) \( X_{id} \in \{D-d..D+d\} \) and

A.ii) \( X_{id} \geq 2M_i - R + d \).

As long as the median voter (\( M_i \)) is within the Democratic party's platform region, a Democrat may win with any position within the platform that is closer to \( M_i \) than the opponent at \( R-d \). In cases where condition (A.i) is not

19 Note that all of these options require extra-model position taking.
met, equilibria will occur at the party constraint (D-d or D+d) per Assumption 1c, except in cases where condition (A.ii) is not met, equilibria will occur at a point equidistant from the median (Mi) as P_{ir}, per Assumption 1b.

**Proof B**

1) From Assumption 1b, V_{D} must be greater than or equal to 0.5.

2) In order to win fifty or more percent of the vote, the Democrat incumbent must take a position (P_{iD}) such that \[|P_{iD} - M_i| < |P_{iR} - M_i|\].

3) Let P_{iD*} be the position equidistant from the median as P_{iR}, such that:
\[|P_{iD*} - M_i| = |P_{iR} - M_i|\]
Substituting \{R - D\} for P_{iR} and solving for P_{iD*}:
\[P_{iD*} = 2M_i - R + d\]

4a. If X_{iD} < 2M_i - R+d, then V_{D} is again less than 0.5. In this case, the Democrat incumbent’s ideal position is left of the Democratic Party’s liberal boundary, but a move to the boundary position is insufficient to win greater than fifty percent of the votes. From Assumption 1b, the incumbent must take a position P_{ID} such that P_{ID} \geq 2M_i - R+d.

4b. If X_{iD} \leq D - d < 2M_i - R+d, the expected vote share (V_{D}) is less than 0.5.

5. From results 4a and 4b, provided that X_{iD} \leq D + d, the incumbent Democrat will take a position P_{ID} \geq 2M_i - R+d. Yet, by Assumption 1a, all points greater than (right of) 2M_i - R+d will have decreasing utility for the incumbent whose ideal point is left of 2M_i - R+d. Therefore, the utility-maximizing incumbent will arrive at position P_{ID} = 2M_i - R+d.

This result holds as long as two conditions are met:

(B.i) 2M_i - R+d \in \{D - d, D + d\} AND (B.ii) X_{iD} < 2M_i - R+d.

Here, any Democratic member with preferred positions left of 2M_i - R+d, must move to 2M_i - R+d or risk losing the election.

**Proof C**

1) From Assumption 1c, if the candidate is a Democrat, party constraints apply such that:
\[D - d \leq P_{ID} \leq D + d\]

2) If the member’s ideal position X_{iD} is more conservative than the Democratic Party’s moderate boundary (D+d), the member must take a position P_{ID} \leq D+d.

3) From Assumption 1a, all positions left of (less than) D+d will result in decreasing utility, therefore equilibrium will result at P_{ID} = D+d.

This result holds given the following constraint:
C.i) X_{iD} > D+d

**Proof D**

1) From Assumption 1c, if the candidate is a Democrat, party constraints apply such that:
\[D - d \leq P_{ID} \leq D + d\]

2) If the member’s ideal position X_{iD} is more liberal than the Democratic Party’s liberal boundary (D-d), the member must take a position P_{ID} \geq D-d.

3) From Assumption 1a, all positions right of (greater than) D-d will result in decreasing utility, therefore equilibrium will result at P_{ID} = D-d.

This result holds for all cases where constraints D.i and D.ii are present:
D.i) X_{iD} \leq D - d AND D.ii) D - d \geq 2M_i - R+d.
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